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The timechart is based on an original Victorian wall chart, published in 1890. It follows the entire
history of mankind and shows what was happening concurrently around the world with illustrations
of many major events, discoveries and prominent people. While maintaining the Victorian design,
the chart has been updated and extended so that the time stream continues into the twenty first
century, right up to the present day. There are maps and charts, and on the reverse of the timechart
there is a vast store of extra information on the different nations' rulers and dynasties.
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I really like the way this timeline places Biblical history alongside secular history. The illustrations
are in vivid color and visual learners can "visualize" the timeline and place events at the proper
historical time. The pages fold out so you can glimpse long spans of time without turning the page.
This timeline accepts a Biblical chronology and begins with creation.

I had one of these as a teenager and bought one for my nephew. It is basically the same historical
information (history does not change too much anyway) but with the addition of extra sheets noted
in the description. Perfect for children to connect different historical events while spurring interest in
their discovery of other historical events. Highly recommend.

This time chart is AMAZING!!! It comes in a large book but folds up easily into the book. The history
is fascinating and my kids love to pull it out and see how history has flowed. As a homeschool family

this is a must have item!

Has very poor coverage of ancient history prior to 2500 bc. Post that is pretty accurate but I would
say in somewhat restricted coverage of world. Also the charts are very busy on account of too many
wavy lines.Human history did not begin in 4400 BC. get some other books I'd you want a good
timeline chart.I am going ro return this one

I just received this amazing book and it was well worth the wait. My original copy was used for my
children when they were very small; today my grandson will be six and it is his birthday gift. There is
no future without understanding the past and his legacy may be the Internet but I believe this book
will be the basis of his future. Happy birthday Wade.

Had this book years ago, but lended it to someone, never came back. I'm so glad to get this new
one. I really love the way this book shows what was happening worldwide at a particular time. Puts
things in perspective. Makes history much more interesting when you don't have to do the math
yourself.

This is the third time I've purchased an addition of this book. I use it when I teach a history course.
My students love it. It also helps them see history as a whole, not just individual incidents unrelated
to other things.

My children are completely taken with this book!
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